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A POCS super resolution 
restoration algorithm based on 
BM3D
Jian Chen  1,2,3, WeiGuo Wang1, TingXia Liu1, ZhenDong Zhang1 & HuiBin Gao1

The inherent shortcoming of POCS (Projection Onto Convex Sets) is its sensitiveness to noise. The 
restoration quality of POCS based super resolution will severely decline when the noise is larger. In 
practical applications, the low resolution images generally include some kinds of noise, such as camera 
internal noise, transmission system noise and coherent noise. Therefore POCS cannot be used directly 
in super-resolution restoration for observed low resolution images. In order to solve the noise sensitive 
problem of the traditional POCS restoration algorithm, we firstly propose to optimize the BM3D (Block-
Matching 3D) filtering by mean pre-screening of image blocks and limiting the number of image blocks. 
Then we combine the optimized BM3D filtering with POCS restoration in this paper. Experimental 
results show that the proposed POCS super resolution restoration algorithm based on BM3D can 
achieve better restoration effect when the low resolution images contain noise. Furthermore no noise 
can be perceived in the restored high resolution image basically.

Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS) is intuitive and simple for code implementation. The algorithm of POCS 
uses prior knowledge set intersection to search for the solution space, which has inherent advantages on the intro-
duction of prior knowledge. Meanwhile it can build complex image degradation model. Therefore POCS becomes 
one of most popular spatial super resolution restoration methods. For instance, POCS is used for super resolution 
restoration to the compressed video data in1.

However, POCS has its inherent shortcoming, which is extremely sensitive to noise. The restoration quality of 
using POCS will severely decline due to larger noise. In practical applications, the obtained low resolution images 
usually contain various noises such as internal noise of infrared camera, noise in transmission system and coher-
ent noise, which make POCS not be applied directly to super resolution restoration.

The appearance of non local filtering is late, but the development speed of it is very fast. It is one of the most 
attractive directions in the current image filtering theories. The algorithm assumes that there are many similar 
image blocks in the image, which contain similar useful image information and the noise can be filtered out by 
weighted average. This method is called non local filtering because the selection of image blocks is not limited to 
the neighborhoods2,3. The simplest non local filtering method is NLM (Nonlocal Means), while BM3D is one of 
the best filtering methods at present4.

Considering the case of noise interference, this paper proposes a POCS super resolution restoration algorithm 
based on BM3D, which can effectively depress noise and get better restoration effect even for low resolution 
images with low SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio).

POCS super resolution restoration based on BM3D (BPOCS)
Algorithm introduction. The super resolution restoration using POCS is convenient to bring into prior 
knowledge and build complex image degradation model, which is a more mature method widely used in many 
occasions5,6. However, this method is sensitive to noise and the restoration quality will decline dramatically for 
image sequence with low SNR7,8. Considering the good denoising performance and the capability of preserving 
edge details, we consider combining BM3D and POCS, in which the image sequence with high SNR are obtained 
from the low resolution image sequence using BM3D filtering9–11.

Then the super resolution restoration using POCS is performed. The original estimation of the high resolution 
image is obtained from the low resolution image reference frame using interpolation. The common interpolation 
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methods are nearest neighbor interpolation, bilinear interpolation and high order interpolation. The computation 
of nearest neighbor interpolation is simple. However, the interpolation results are prone to aliasing. The effect of 
bilinear interpolation is better than that of the nearest neighbor interpolation, but it will smooth the edge. The 
computation complexity of high order interpolation is high. Considering the large amount of computation and 
interpolation effect, the bilinear interpolation method is introduced to construct the reference frame in this paper, 
as shown in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, suppose the four neighborhood points are f (0, 0), f (0, 1), f (1, 0) and f (1, 1). The realiza-
tion process of the bilinear interpolation is described as follows.

Step1: The first order bilinear interpolation is used in the direction of x to get f x( , 0):

= + −f x f x f f( , 0) (0, 0) [ (1, 0) (0, 0)] (1)

Step2: The first order bilinear interpolation is used again in the direction of x to get f x( , 1):

= + −f x f x f f( , 1) (0, 1) [ (1, 1) (0, 1)] (2)

Step3: The first order bilinear interpolation is used in the direction of y to get f x y( , ):

= + −f x y f x y f x f x( , ) ( , 0) [ ( , 1) ( , 0)] (3)

From the above, the bilinear interpolation to get f x y( , ) is:

= − + − + + − −

+

f x y f f x f f y f f f f xy

f

( , ) [ (1, 0) (0, 0)] [ (0, 1) (0, 0)] [ (1, 1) (0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0)]

(0, 0) (4)

The high resolution image Hpr  can be obtained after bilinear interpolation using equation (4). Similarly, the 
other low resolution images Lp{ }i  ≠i r take the same interpolation operation to obtain the corresponding high 
resolution images Hp{ }i . For every Hpi, the image block Patchi M,  of size ×M M  is taken with Hp x y( , )i  as the 
centre. The image block Patchr L,  >L M of size ×L L is taken from the reference frame Hpr with the correspond-
ing central position Hp x y( , )r . A series of small image blocks Patchr M

h v
,
,  is taken by sliding pixel by pixel in the large 

image block Patchr L, . Where h in Patchr M
h v
,
,  represents the horizontal displacement of the small image block corre-

sponding to the centre (x,y) of Patchr L, , which is − ≤ ≤hL L
2 2

, and v in Patchr M
h v
,
,  represents the vertical displace-

ment of the small image block corresponding to the centre (x,y) of Patchr L, , which is − ≤ ≤vL L
2 2

. The mean 
square error between Patchi M,  and Patchr M

h v
,
,  is calculated by:

∑∑=
×

−
=

−

=

−
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The position with the least mean square error corresponding to h v( , ) is the relative displacement of the two 
frames. Therefore the motion parameter estimation with the sub pixel level can be obtained.

According to the model, the point spread function h and its range of action between the two frames is esti-
mated. Then Hp x h y v( , )i + +  ≠i r is mapped to the coordinate of the reference frame Hp x y( , )r  and its neigh-
borhood according to the displacement relationship of the two frames. The residual error is calculated by:

Figure 1. Diagrammatic sketch of bilinear interpolation.
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ε = − × + + Hp x y h Hp x h y v( , ) ( , ) (6)r i

It is necessary to correct Hp x y( , )r  if the residual is greater than the predefined threshold T. This correction is 
a process of iteration, because the influence range of reference frame pixel points is superimposed, and the result 
of one correction may cause the value of the last correction to be greater than the error threshold.

All pixel points are corrected after iteration. The high resolution image Hp is finally estimated.
In conclusion, the steps of POCS super resolution restoration based on BM3D are described as follows.
Step1: The image sequence with higher SNR is obtained from low SNR images using BM3D filtering.
Step2: The reference frame of the restoration image is obtained from one degraded image after bilinear 

interpolation.
Step3: For the reference frame, the sub-pixel motion estimation can be got for every low resolution images in 

the sequence.
Step4: The low resolution image mapping to high resolution grid correct reference frame based on motion 

estimation and system PSF.
Step5: Repeat Step4 until the error is less than the given threshold.
The flow chart of POCS super resolution restoration based on BM3D (BPOCS) is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Flow chart of POCS super resolution restoration based on BM3D.

Figure 3. Spectrum diagram of the Fourier transforms.
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The process of BM3D filtering includes grouping, transform domain filtering and aggregating. Therefore, its 
computational complexity is high. Meanwhile, as an iterative algorithm, POCS is also time consuming. In order 
to improve the implementation efficiency and guarantee the restoration quality of super resolution restoration, we 
optimize the algorithm from two aspects: the block pre-selection of BM3D and the parameter selection of POCS.

Block pre-selection optimization of BM3D. For the large computation of the BM3D filtering method, 
we propose the method of mean pre-screened image block and limiting the number of packet image blocks to 
reduce the computation of BM3D method. The improved algorithm can guarantee the performance of filtering 
and greatly reduce the running time.

In BM3D algorithm, most time is consumed in the step of grouping. According to the theoretical analysis, 
BM3D algorithm needs to find similar image block in the entire low resolution image. Assuming the size of the 
low resolution image is N × N and the size of image block is r × r, the computational cost of finding a similar 
image block is × ×r N N2 2 2 when grouping, which is a very time-consuming process. For example, the compu-
tational time of BM3D filtering is 0.6 s for the low resolution Lena image with size 128 × 128. Therefore we con-
sider simplifying the progress of grouping and propose a fast method to pre-select the similar image blocks.

Two image blocks are considered to have the similar gray values if they are similar both in the whole and in the 
details. In other words two image blocks are not similar if they have different gray values. The Euclidean distance 
is large if the difference of two image blocks gray is large. The gray mean value is firstly calculated to eliminate the 
image blocks which Euclidean distance is large. The mean value mR and mC of the reference image block ZR and 
matching image block Zc are calculated to satisfy the condition below shown as equation (7).

Figure 4. Down-sampling process.

Figure 5. Lena image.
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The condition in equation (7) indicates that the mean gray values of the two image blocks are similar. Then the 
Euclidean distance of two image blocks is calculated to determine the similarity. In equation (7) τm is the prede-
fined threshold. The calculation of mean gray value is simple. Therefore the process of grouping is greatly 
accelerated.

The search for similar image blocks can be limited to a certain range such as the neighborhood D × D of the 
current pixel. It will not affect the precision of filtering and aggregating. At the same time, the number of blocks 
in every group can be properly decreased by using the completeness of three-dimensional array. For example, if 
the threshold is defined as τN , the calculation will stop when the number of similar image block achieves τN  in 
every group, which further simplifies the process of grouping.

Parameter optimization of POCS. For the long iteration of the POCS super resolution restoration algo-
rithm, we propose parameter optimization of POCS. The improved algorithm can guarantee the performance of 
the super resolution restoration and greatly reduce the running time.

Selection of confidence interval σv. The priori border of noise convex set is determined by noise confidence 
interval σv. The bigger the border of convex set is, the larger the σv is, and the bigger the solution space is bigger. 
Therefore, it is more difficult to locate a more accurate solution. Although noise can be effectively suppressed, the 
quality of the restored image will be low. If σv is smaller, the number of points with gray correction is increasing, 
which is beneficial to maintain the edge details. Meanwhile it will also retain more noise. Considering that BM3D 
has been used to filter previously, the noise has been effectively suppressed. Therefore σv is selected as a smaller 
value, which can guarantee the restoration quality of high resolution image.

Figure 6. Low resolution image sequence of down-sampled Lena image.

Figure 7. Barbara image.
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The relationship between resolution of the restored image and the number reference frames. Assuming the resolu-
tion of low resolution image ×M N , the vector = ...Lp Lp Lp Lp{ , , , }T T

n
T T

1 2  is defined to represent the column 
vector ×nMN 1 which is composed by low resolution images. If assuming the size of the restored high resolution 
image is supposed to be × ×r M N , where r is magnification times, the imaging model is given by:

= +Lp HX N (8)

In equation (8), H is the system degradation matrix with dimension ×nMN r MN2  which includes a complex 
imaging process such as down sampling, target motion, blurring and defocusing. Both Lp and N are vector with 
dimension ×nMN 1. The equation (8) is a linear equation set, which has no solution when <n r2 and has 
approximate solution when ≥n r2. Therefore in the super resolution restoration, the condition ≥n r2 must be 
satisfied. In our experiments, =n r2 is selected to obtain the only solution.

The number of iteration. The number of iterations is not the more the better for POCS algorithm because the 
adjacent points may be corrected repeatedly. The current pixel point has been corrected below the error value but 
the next correction may also include the current pixel point. The error value of the pixel point is improved after 
processing according to the correction rules. More iteration does not mean higher restoration accuracy, while the 
time consuming is bound to be larger. Therefore the number of iterations can be selected according to the need.

Evaluation method of super resolution restoration based on SSIM_NCCDFT
SSIM. SSIM (Structural SIMilarity) considers the similarity of brightness, contrast and relativity in the two 
images12–14, in which the mean value and the variance of the two images are used. SSIM is defined by:

= α β γSSIM l x y c x y s x y( ( , )) ( ( , )) ( ( , )) (9)

where l x y( , ), c x y( , ) and s x y( , ) are defined as follows:

μ μ

μ μ
=

+

+ +
l x y

C

C
( , )

2

(10)

x y

x y

1
2 2

1

Figure 9. Missile image.

Figure 8. Low resolution image sequence of down-sampled image Barbara.
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where C1, C2 and C3 are the structure constants. In order to simplify the operation α β γ= = = 1 is usually used. 
Consequently, equation (9) is changed into equation (13).

μ μ σ

μ μ σ σ
=

+ +

+ + + +

( )
( )( )

( )
SSIM

C C

C C

2 2

(13)

x y xy

x y x y

1 2

2 2
1

2 2
2

where μx and μy are the mean value of the two images and σx
2 and σy

2 are the variance of the two images. When 
SSIM is larger, the two images are more similar. The value range of SSIM is (0, 1).

NCCDFT. In order to obtain the frequency domain information of the image, the Fourier transform is needed. 
If the discrete Fourier transform is extended to two-dimensional space, the Fourier transform to the image f x y( , ) 
of size ×N N  is defined by:

∑∑= = ... −
π

=

−

=

−
− 
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F u v

N
f x y e u v N( , ) 1 ( , ) , , 0, 1, 1

(14)x
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j

ux vy
N

2
0

1

0

1
2

The spectrum diagram of the Fourier transform is shown in Fig. 3.
The Fourier transform of the two dimensional image describes variation degree of two vertical directions in 

the image. The low frequency components gather at the four corners (0, 0), (0, N-1), (N-1, 0) and (N-1, N-1) as 
shown in the Fig. 3. The high frequency components concentrate at the centre (N/2, N/2). The most energy of the 
image concentrates on low frequency components. Consequently, the corners are bright and the centre is dark in 
the figure of Fourier transform, which is not good for analyzing the image. Therefore, we transform it by utilizing 
the periodicity and conjugate symmetry of Fourier transform to make the low frequency components to be gath-
ered at the centre and the high frequency components to be gathered at the corners.

Figure 10. Low resolution image sequence of missile image after down-sampling.

Figure 11. Plane image.
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In the super resolution image restoration, we assume origin high resolution image is g x y( , ), the size is ×N N  
and its Fourier transform is G u v( , ). The high resolution restored image g x y( , ) is estimated from g x y( , ), which 
Fourier transform is G u v( , ). The better the effect of restoration is, the closer between g x y( , ) and g x y( , ) is, and 
the closer between G u v( , ) and G u v( , ) is. Therefore the concept of Normalized Cross Correlation of DFT is pro-
posed in this paper. NCCDFT uses the similarity degree of Fourier transform to measure the effect of super reso-
lution restoration. NCCDFT is defined by:

∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
=

⋅

⋅

=
−

=
−

=
−

=
−

=
−

=
−







NCCDFT g x y g x y
G u v G u v

G u v G u v
( ( , ), ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , ))

( , ) ( , ) (15)
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0
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0
1 2
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Where G u v( , ) and G u v( , ) are the Fourier transform of g x y( , ) and g x y( , ), and ∈NCCDFT (0, 1]. The larger the 
NCCDFT, the more similar the Fourier transforms is, and the better the quality of super resolution restoration is.

SSIM_NCCDFT. In the above section, NCCDFT evaluates the quality of restoration image in the frequency 
domain. Meanwhile the restoration high resolution image g x y( , ) and the original high resolution image are sim-
ilar in the spatial domain if the restoration quality is good enough. There are many evaluation method of image 
similarity in the spatial domain. SSIM measures the characteristics of image from three aspects: brightness, con-
trast and relativity, which is comprehensive and direct. Consequently SSIM is chosen to measure the similarity of 
super resolution restoration image in the spatial domain by:

Figure 12. Low resolution image sequence of plane image after down-sampling.

Figure 13. Restoration effect of Lena image.

Figure 14. Restoration effect of Barbara image.
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Where μ and σ are mean value and variance of the image respectively.
In order to combine the spatial domain and the frequency domain, this paper proposes an evaluation method 

of super resolution restoration based on SSIM_NCCDFT as:

= α β
  SSIM NCCDFT g g SSIM g g NCCDFT g g_ ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) (17)

where α and β are the weighted factor of spatial domain and the weighted factor of frequency domain respec-
tively, which are used to adjust the proportion of evaluation index between the spatial domain and frequency 
domain. Generally speaking α β= = .0 5.

Evaluation method of super resolution restoration based on SSIM_NCCDFT measures the similarity degree 
of the statistical characteristics in spatial domain between the restoration image and the original high resolution 
image. Meanwhile it also considers the recovery degree of the restored image in the frequency domain. It compre-
hensively evaluates the effect of the super resolution restoration image. It has a certain guiding significance for the 
quality evaluation system of the super resolution restoration image.

Experimental evaluations of BPOCS
Generation of image degradation sequence. In the super resolution restoration algorithm, the used 
image sequences can be several continuous frames taken by the imaging system or generated by down sampling 
from high resolution image. So far the common evaluation methods of super resolution restoration algorithms 
such as PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), SSIM and SSIM_NCCDFT need the original high resolution image. 
The original high resolution image is hard to obtain if the image sequences are several continuous frames taken by 
the imaging system. Therefore, the low resolution images are generated by program processing in the evaluation 
experiment.

Firstly the process of noise and blurring are needed to simulate. The image signal will be disturbed by various 
noises and affected by blurring before reaching the target surface of the imaging system. The actual noise can be 
approximated as Gauss white noise. The relative motion of the target and imaging system that is caused by camera 
shaking can be approximated as motion blurring of one certain direction. Therefore the Gauss white noise with 
variance σ and the motion blurring of one certain direction with length len are added into the visible light high 
resolution Lena image, Barbara image, infrared high resolution missile image, and the plane image. In the exper-
iment, σ = .0 01 and =len 5.

The contaminated image signal reaches the target surface of the imaging system. The imaging process of the 
camera is a process of down sampling. Therefore the original high resolution images need to be down sampled.

The down-sampling process is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 15. Restoration effect of missile image.

Figure 16. Restoration effect of plane image.
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From the experimental results in Tables 1 and 2, we can see that the proposed method has better performance 
than bilinear interpolation and traditional POCS.

One frame of high resolution image can generate four frames low resolution images using the method of 
interlace row and column sampling. Another way to generate four frames of low resolution images is to randomly 
select one of the four adjacent pixels.

In summary, the steps which generate low resolution images from the high resolution image are as follows.
Step1: The white Gaussian noise with variance σ and the motion blurring of a certain direction with length len 

are added to the original high resolution image.
Step2: The low resolution image sequences are obtained by down-sampling from the contaminated high res-

olution image.
The Lena image with resolution 512×512 is shown in Fig. 5.
The visible light Lena image finally generates the low resolution image sequence using the above processing.
The resolution of Lena image after down-sampling, as shown in Fig. 6, is 256×256.
The Barbara image with resolution 512×512 is shown in Fig. 7.
The visible light image Barbara finally generates the low resolution image sequence using the above processing.
The resolution of Barbara image after down-sampling, as shown in Fig. 8, is 256×256.
The Missile image with resolution 320 × 240 is shown in Fig. 9.
The infrared missile image finally generates the low resolution image sequence using the above processing.
The resolution of missile image after down-sampling, as shown in Fig. 10, is 160 × 120.
The Plane image with resolution 320 × 240 is shown in Fig. 11.
The infrared plane image finally generates the low resolution image sequence using the above processing.
The resolution of plane image after down-sampling, as shown in Fig. 12, is 160 × 120.

Experimental results and analysis. The low resolution image sequences generated above are restored by 
bilinear interpolation restoration, traditional POCS restoration, and the proposed POCS super resolution resto-
ration based on BM3D. The restoration performance is evaluated by SSIM_NCCDFT. The iteration number is 10. 
POCS super resolution restoration arithmetic based on BM3D takes τ = .0 1m  and τ = 15N .

The resolution of restored Lena image is 512 × 512. The restoration effect of Lena image is shown in Fig. 13.
The resolution of restored Barbara image is 512 × 512. The restoration effect of Barbara image is shown in Fig. 14.
The resolution of restored missile image is 320 × 240. The restoration effect of missile image is shown in Fig. 15.
The resolution of restored plane image is 320 × 240. The restoration effect of plane image is shown in Fig. 16.
From the subjective effect of the restored images from Figs 13 to 16 we can see that the restored images 

using bilinear interpolation and traditional POCS appear with noise and blurring, while the restored image using 
the proposed POCS super resolution restoration based on BM3D (BPOCS) is clear. There is no noise which 
can be perceived from subjective observation. The restored image contains information from multiple frames. 
Consequently, it has larger target size after mapping to the high resolution grid. The edge is clearer than that of 
using bilinear interpolation method.

The three restoration algorithms are evaluated by PSNR and SSIM_NCCDFT.
The PSNR evaluation contrast of the three restoration algorithm is shown in Table 1.
PSNR is defined by equation 18:

PSNR MSE10 lg((2 1) / ) (18)n 2= × −

The SSIM_NCCDFT evaluation contrast of the three restoration algorithms is shown in Table 2. SSIM_
NCCDFT is defined by equation 17.

Image Bilinear (dB) POCS (dB) BPOCS (dB)

Lena 0.9736 0.9870 0.9920

Barbara 0.9612 0.9671 0.9725

Missile 0.9426 0.9684 0.9813

Plane 0.9713 0.9825 0.9912

Table 2. SSIM_NCCDFT evaluation contrast of the three restoration algorithms.

Image Bilinear (dB) POCS (dB) BPOCS (dB)

Lena 26.75 27.53 27.96

Barbara 23.06 23.94 24.27

Missile 27.03 29.24 32.18

Plane 28.01 29.97 33.34

Table 1. PSNR evaluation contrast of the three restoration algorithms.
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Analysis of experimental results. The traditional POCS restoration method has poor ability to depress 
noise and maintain edge detail and its processing time is longer, which is not suitable to be applied to the photo-
electric tracking system.

The proposed method has strong ability to depress noise. From the restoration results, the noise of back-
ground is filtered out. The overall restoration performance is good. It takes better restoration effect than tra-
ditional POCS restoration method. The noise in the high resolution restored image cannot be perceived from 
subjective observation.

Conclusions
Aiming at solving the problem of traditional POCS restoration method, which is sensitive to noise, this paper 
combines the POCS restoration and BM3D filtering method together. Firstly the low resolution image sequences 
are filtered by BM3D. Secondly the registration and estimation of motion parameters are performed on the fil-
tered image sequences. Finally the low resolution image sequences are mapped to the high resolution grid for 
correction and restoration. Meanwhile, the BM3D method is optimized to reduce the computation complexity 
using pre-filtering mean value of image blocks and limiting the number of image blocks. Experimental results 
show that the proposed method has better restoration performance than traditional POCS method when the low 
resolution images have noise. The restored high resolution image appear no noise from subjective observation.
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